SAVING YOU MONEY FROM DAY ONE.

Installation costs—2500sq.ft. laundry with E-Series ExpressWash soft-mount washers:

$4,884* vs. $10,247*

(Installation costs—2500sq.ft. laundry with hard-mount washers:

$4,884* vs. $10,247*

Installation costs—2500sq.ft. laundry with hard-mount washers:

$4,884*

includes labor & materials costs only;

$10,247*

includes labor & material costs only; additional costs for concrete work are probable depending upon machine capacity.

Unlike hard-mount washers that require thick reinforced concrete foundations, hole drilling and bolt-down, Continental E-Series ExpressWash Washers just slide into place. Less than 5 percent of vibration during extract is transferred to the floor—making installation in unconventional locations possible and saving storeowners thousands of dollars in install costs.

See a live install demonstration at www.continentalgirbau.com/expresscomparison.